
 

FREE TERMINAL PLACEMENT 
AGREEMENT 

 
 

 MID#  

 
 

 

 

 
 

(NPP chooses) 

 
 
 
 
  

 

MERCHANT SIGNATURE:  DATE:   

 
 

PRINT NAME:    

 
 

Comments or Explanation Why Merchant Needs a Free Wireless or IP Support Terminal: 

PLEASE SELECT ONE TERMINAL FROM THE FOLLOWING: 

Wireless Terminal

Analog (dial)
IP (ethernet)

Wireless Terminals (comment required)

Options  

Communications Type  

Pin Pad    

Initial:_____________________

EMV Upgrade (existing merchant)
For an existing Merchant to qualify for an EMV upgrade, Merchant must have a $25 Monthly Minimum on their account and 
renew their  contact.  Merchant agrees that  if  Merchant cancels within 3 years from the date this agreement is  signed,  the 
Merchant will  be charged an early termination fee equal to $350.00 if terminated before completion of the first year of the 
agreement, or $250.00 if Merchant Account is terminated after completion of the first year of the Term but prior to the end of 
the third year of the Term. 

City:                                                        State:                    Zip:                      Phone: 
 

Shipping Options: Payment Options:

*A $15 charge may be applicable if the delivery address changes after shipment. 
 

Deliver To:

DATE 

  
 Name/ATTN:                                                                    Address:   

2-Day ($20.00) 

Wifi
Wifi/3G

EMV
NFC

Wireless
Mobile Device

This  agreement  allows  the  Merchant  to  use  a  terminal  free  of  charge  as  long  as  Merchant  is  processing  through  NPP. Merchant agrees to pay all 
processing rates and fees, including the annual fee, statement fee, and monthly minimum, as stated in the merchant agreement. If merchant does not 
activate or use FTP equipment within 90 days of opening account, merchant will be required to begin processing, return equipment, or purchase 
equipment. Upon termination of the merchant account, Merchant agrees that the equipment must be returned to NPP Corporate Headquarters. If the 
equipment is not returned within 30 days of termination, Merchant agrees to pay  the  equipment  retail  value  of  $1500 for Clover Stations, $750  for  all 
other Clover  equipment;  $450.00  for  countertop  terminals,  $750.00 for wireless terminals, $145.00 for pin pads, $300.00 for a Mobile Phone Card 
Reader, and $50 for any power packs, cables, additional peripherals, manual books, or any other device included with original equipment. Furthermore, if 
the terminal is returned in a damaged condition as a result of misuse, Merchant agrees to pay the above fees to replace the damaged equipment. NPP 
reserves the right to substitute different terminals than those listed due to availability. In the event that the terminal ceases to  function,  every  effort  will  be
made  to  get  the  terminal  operational  or  it  will  be  replaced  with  another  terminal.  Merchant agrees to pay all shipping charges associated with 
shipping the terminal back to NPP. 
By signing below, Merchant agrees to the conditions in this agreement and authorizes NPP to ACH debit Merchant’s bank account in the event that the 
equipment is not returned or damaged due to misuse.

 
Ground (Included) COD 

Agent ACH
Free Placement
Merchant ACH

Free Swap
Residual Deduction

Overnight Saver ($40.00)
Overnight AM Delivery ($110.00) 
Saturday Delivery ($70.00) 
Clover Shipping (Varies)

Pax S80 Pax S90
Dejavoo Z11            Dejavoo Z9

CHECK HERE FOR A COMPATIBLE PIN PAD 
WHERE A PIN PAD SWAP IS NOT AVAILABLE 

Business        Residence Other

REV 4/2019

Verifone VX 520      ICT 220    ICT 250
Clover Station          Clover Flex
Clover Mini Wifi       Mini Wifi/LTE 
Clover Go                Go All-In-One
Mobile Swiper
Other

Pin Debit     EZ+
EBT          Other

CMcCoy
Rectangle

CMcCoy
Line

CMcCoy
Line

CMcCoy
Rectangle

CMcCoy
Line

CMcCoy
Line

CMcCoy
Line

CMcCoy
Line

CMcCoy
Line

CMcCoy
Rectangle

CMcCoy
Typewritten text
Clover requests will require 1-2 processing statements or bank statements for approval considerationIf an account does not process for 3 consecutive months, merchante will be required to begin processing, return the FTP, or purchase equipment

CMcCoy
Typewritten text
$75.00 encryption fee will be chargedfor external pinpads under the free placement program (excludes swaps)
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